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Start with the highest quality materials. Natural limestone, marble, and locally sourced wood create

the backbone for this new take on condo living.

The LEED Gold targeted specifications, rooftop vegetable garden, and outdoor yoga studio bring
an unmistakable earthiness to the forefront. Large suites, filtered water, and a backyard park

say 'comfort' while the Tesla charging stations and rainwater carwash offer an intriguing hint of

what's to come.

Classic and different, enduring and immediate: a condo for tomorrow prepared with the building

traditions of yesterday. Introducing The Vanguard: a new outlook on Yonge.
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IT'S ALL
IN THE
INGREDIENTS.
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"... A NEW

OUTLOOK ON YONGE."
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RENDERING IS ARTIST'S CONCEPT

THE BUILDING
25 storeys of cast stone
energy efficient insulation
locally sourced materials
1 building-wide water filtration system
a touch of limestone

You’ll probably spend less time looking at your new home than

you’ll spend inside it. That’s why so many condos look the way

they do. But if you want to do something right you don’t cut

corners. Unless you’re carefully milling those corners to reference
the iconic architecture of New York.
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THE DESIGN
sophisticated exteriors
inviting interiors
marble
natural wood
elegant fixtures
fresh greens (for garnish)

The design strikes the perfect balance of modern
and classic, green and gold. Note how the infusion

of natural elements complements the handcrafted
fixtures. It’s inviting, sophisticated, and timeless.
But most of all it’s home.
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RENDERING IS ARTIST'S CONCEPT
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The built environment has a profound impact on the natural environment;

"A CONDO
FOR TOMORROW."

contributing upwards of 12% of all of Canada's greenhouse gas emissions. The green
building movement, therefore, offers an unprecedented opportunity to respond to
the most important challenges facing the natural world.

The aim of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is to create

rating tools that recognize achievement in high health, energy and environmental
performance in the built environment.

LEED is an internationally recognized rating system. They evaluate environmental
performance from a whole building perspective, providing a definitive standard for
what constitutes a green building in design, construction, and operation.

The Vanguard uses 35% renewable energy, 20% less water than a standard building,
30% regional construction material, and 20% post-consumer material. This means
The Vanguard is eligible for LEED's prestigious Gold Certification. If awarded it will
be one of only 23 buildings in the city to do so.
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"CLASSIC
AND
DIFFERENT,
ENDURING
AND
IMMEDIATE."
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RENDERING IS ARTIST'S CONCEPT

THE GROUND
LEVEL
12,000 sqft. of retail space
coffee on the patio
dining
shopping
1 million happy diversions
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RENDERING IS ARTIST'S CONCEPT

"... SETTLE INTO
A QUIET RECESS
OF THE PARK
WITH A
COLD-PRESS
JUICE AND
A GOOD BOOK."
18

THE PARK
½ an acre of green space
fresh air
wind through the trees
dozens of shady spots

Head down to street level and
sip an espresso while you take

in the neighbourhood. Or settle
into a quiet recess of the park
with a cold-press juice and

a good book. It's your front
porch and your backyard; go
ahead and get comfortable.
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THE LOBBY
1 live wall
24-hour concierge service
crown molding
1 striking chandelier
inviting seating
1 very welcoming entrance

This is the last thing you see when

you leave and the first thing you
see when you return. Luckily, it's
very easy on the eyes. The elegant

crown molding and concierge give

the space an unmistakably classic
charm. The live wall is constantly

changing, reminding you this is no
ordinary condo.
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RENDERING IS ARTIST'S CONCEPT

THE AMENITIES
1 sprawling park
4 Tesla charging stations
6 universal charging stations
1 play room
1 versatile lounge
1 library
1 theatre
1 community garden
an outdoor and indoor yoga studio
1 fitness centre
no need to go out

These versatile amenities are perfect for decompressing on busy weeknights
and have enough substance for family-style weekend activities.
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THE YOGA
STUDIO
a quiet space
1 terrace
0 cares

You have a million things to

do tomorrow and you're still

trying to catch up to yesterday.
The yoga studio stops time
and turns your worries into
memories. Namaste.
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RENDERING IS ARTIST'S CONCEPT

"THE
YOGA STUDIO
STOPS TIME
AND TURNS
YOUR
WORRIES
INTO MEMORIES."
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THE FITNESS
CENTRE
2 saunas
energy harnessing
fitness equipment
free weights
strength
sweat
a better you

Of course sometimes the road

to inner peace is actually a
treadmill, so the fitness centre

offers a host of high-energy
and high-performance fitness
equipment. And because life is
all about balance there's also a
no-energy sauna.
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THE TERRACE
6000 sqft.
1 community garden
barbecues (with prep tables)
multiple dining rooms (with overhead trellises)
1 fire pit
perimeter encircling hedges (for seclusion)

This space will warm your soul in any season. Spend the
spring soaking up the fresh scent of the hedges. Host a
midsummer dinner featuring ingredients harvested that

morning. While away fall evenings beside a roaring fire.
Then pass the winter longing for spring. Longing is good

"LONGING
IS GOOD
FOR THE
SOUL".

for the soul too.
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RENDERING IS ARTIST'S CONCEPT

THE LOUNGE
1 large dining table
1 wet bar
1 catering kitchen
1 library
cozy seating
1 or 2 drinks with the neighbours
a bash

THE THEATRE
tiered, reclining seats
acoustic panels
popcorn
a good movie (to taste)

a quiet night in
Pop a bowl of popcorn and dim the lights.
Then laugh, cry, or scream yourself silly.
Prep a 4-course meal and try to recreate the
cocktail from the other night. Or curl up with

Substitute unreasonably priced tickets for
extra snacks.

a good book in the library. Indulge yourself,

whatever your definition of relaxation. This
space welcomes interpretation.
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THE PLAY ROOM
1 tree house
1 chalkboard wall
hours of play

Show kids the Play Room and let them do their thing.
Don't overthink it, the kids won't.
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3RD
FLOOR

SAUNA

SHOWER

THE GUEST SUITE

CHANGE ROOM

THE PLAY
ROOM

SAUNA

SHOWER

CHANGE ROOM

MANAGEMENT
OFFICE

THE THEATRE

THE YOGA
STUDIO

THE LOUNGE

THE LIBRARY

THE FITNESS
CENTRE

CATERING KITCHEN
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THE CHARGING
STATIONS
4 Tesla charging stations
6 universal charging stations
1 rainwater carwash
0 emissions

You return home from running errands and

plug in the car. Then head up to your suite
with groceries and a sense of satisfaction.
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THE SUITES
9 and 10ft. ceilings
1 state-of-the-art ventilation system
filtered water
insulated vista windows (for energy efficiency)
1 gourmet kitchen
integrated appliances
1 30" Bosch refrigerator
custom built-in closets
lots of living space

Come in and flop on the couch. Grab a glass of filtered water from the tap

and take a minute to breath it all in. The space, the vista windows, the

silence. You could go for a run, a sauna, or grab something from the garden
for dinner, but it all starts here. Furnish to taste.
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A FRESH
TAKE ON THE
CLASSIC.

The Yonge Street Corridor is on the verge of dramatic change. The city has set its

sights on this well-established neighbourhood for increased development to coincide
with the proposed Yonge North Subway Extension.

The Corridor Growth Plan will focus on creating an urban environment catered to
pedestrians with a special emphasis on incorporating and expanding the area's existing
green spaces, and of course revamping and entirely upgrading its transit system.

In short this means better shopping, better parks, and better access in a neighbourhood
that's already experiencing a dramatic rise in property value. And the city has expressed
a desire to maintain environmentally responsible practices throughout the project with
a Corridor-wide aim of LEED Silver in the new development.
It's a new outlook on Yonge.

THE YONGE STREET CORRIDOR REIMAGINED.
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RENDERING IS ARTIST'S CONCEPT

THE AREA
a 5 minute ride to Finch Subway Station
(via YRT, Viva, or TTC)
a walk score of 86
minutes from the 407
minutes from highway 7

Walk out the front door, choose one of the above, and go anywhere.
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SHOPPING

PARKS & RECREATION

1

Centerpoint Mall

29

Garnier Park

3

Hudson’s Bay

31

Ladies Golf Club of Toronto

2
4

6
7

9

10
11

LCBO

York Farmers Market
Seasons Foodmart

Shoppers Drug Mart
Magnotta Winery
Bike Depot Inc.

Galleria Supermarket
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38

Bayview Golf & Country Club

HWY 7

407

Thornhill Golf & Country Club
Oakbank Pond Park
Moksha Yoga

GoldenTown Billiard
iEscaped

Bowlerama

Grandview Park
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YONGE ST

8

The Beer Store

30

404

5

Canadian Tire

44
32
33

CENTRE ST

SCHOOLS

27

31
45

LESLIE ST

RESTAURANTS
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JOHN ST
Pickel Barrel

39

Henderson Avenue Public School

14

Laterna Dining Room

41

Woodland Public School

13
15

16
17

18

19

20
21

24

27

28

Kenzo Ramen

Hell’s Chicken

Earth Indian Restaurant

SongCook’s Authentic Korean Restaurants
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45
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Thornlea Secondary School

42
24

40

Westmount Collegiate Institute

St. Rene Goupil - St. Luke Elementary School

23 22
34
7

11
26 21

St. Robert Catholic High School

St. Anthony Catholic High School

Red Lobster
Ginza Sushi

The Octagon

19 20
35 5
36

North Restaurant

Starbucks

9 37

Congee Queen

TTC

FINCH AVE
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38 39

10

2 1 8 27
3
12
13
28 16 4 14 15
17 18

Paramount Fine Foods

41

STEELES AVE

30

29

LESLIE ST

26

Zaffron Restaurant

43

Thornhill Secondary School

25 6

BAYVIEW AVE

25

Ichiban Sushi House

42

Yorkhill Elementary School

S RD
MILL

23

Mint Lounge & Karaoke

40

DON

22

Roses New York Pizza

BATHURST ST

12

THE TEAM
DEVRON DEVELOPMENTS
Devron Developments began as a family business in

1997. With a passion for architecture, engineering and

sustainability, we strive to create well-crafted buildings
that are equally beautiful and responsible.

We pride ourselves on being long-term visionaries with
a philosophy of benevolence and integrity; a practice we
maintain on every detail from design through execution.

With a longstanding reputation for high-quality custom

homes, and in developing award-winning condominiums,

we are committed to creating livable, thoughtfully designed
homes that are built to last.
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II BY IV
II BY IV DESIGN is guided by a collection of core values that
represent their personal approach for unrivalled results. These

values are evidenced in their International Property Awards

winning work and projects such as South Beach Condos, St.
Thomas Residences, and The Nest Condos.

Dedicated to providing superior results and passionate about
realizing their clients’ vision, II BY IV DESIGN believes that each
project is unique and deserving of its own signature.

KIRKOR ARCHITECTS + PLANNERS
Kirkor Architects + Planners was founded in 1990 by partners Steven Kirshenblatt
and Clifford Korman. It has developed into a firm of nearly 60 architects, interns, and

II BY IV DESIGN works with clients to identify their needs and

establish a distinct project narrative. It is their thoughtful
consideration for both inspiration and ideation that ensures each
design concept is built on a strong foundation to better cultivate
the unique vision. From strategizing design concepts to upholding
details, this narrative will inform and drive the final design.

technologists who support a robust client list including major developers both local
and international.

Kirkor’s focus is on the creation of responsible, sustainable, economically viable


developments through smart growth strategies. They have expertise in urban design

principles of intensification, mixed-use development, and public transportation that

are necessary to ensure holistic, healthy building practices. Urban intensification is
a critical issue for cities that must cope with rising populations while curbing sprawl.

Kirkor is an authority in urban densification with OHBA and PUG award-winning
smart build projects like Cinema Tower, TIFF Tower, and One & Two Old Mill.

SKYGRiD
SKYGRiD's mission is to outperform by setting itself apart through innovation, creative

thinking and functioning as an extension of their client's business. In essence, they funnel into

every project the knowledge and entire skillset they've obtained through experience on some
of the region's most important projects. Projects like The Yorkville Condominiums, Bisha Hotel
and Residence, INDX, The Bond, and Karma.
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